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In order to predict the future in the light of the 
present, a study and philosophical evaluation of the past 
are most essential. Prom the struggles of peoples of the 
past, one gains a background of strength, inspiration, and 
courage. When one understands their struggles to success, 
there arises encouragement to make the best of our lives. 
An abundant knowledge of those who lived before us, their 
faults, virtues, and vices, and even how they sustained 
themselves In the midst of defeat, should help us to avoid 
the same kind of mistakes in our own way of living. 
Thomas says that "we study the past so that we may 
understand the present and predict the future. Therefore, 
we are interested principally In those things In the past 
which have most influenced the present." Thomas further 
says, "we can not be entirely certain about many of the 
facts of the histories and even less certain about the re­
sults of these facts. We should study history with an open 
mind, always weighing evidence and always willing to accept 
new evidences."1 It is sometimes discouraging to experi­
ence inconveniences of our transportation systems, but one 
can realize that they are not so inconvenient when he takes 
time to adjust himself to a retrospective view of the past 
1Thomas and Hamm. Modern Europe, p. 26. 
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transportation systems. In fact, after knowing the history 
of the past, one will he better able to appreciate the 
present. 
A similar point of view is brought in by Cubberley 
when he says, "to develop the child in fullest capacity and 
to guide him in the right direction; the teacher must know 
the child."8 This is equally true with Institutions, such 
as the school. 
Webster expresses the same idea in other words when 
he says: 
History is philosophy teaching by example and 
that It enables us to -understand our age. It 
enables us to see the present in the light of the 
past, out of which it certainly grew, and of that 
future into which It will certainly develop. An 
acquaintance with history should, therefore, be 
the birthright of every liberal educated person.3 
Purpose 
The purpose of this study is two-fold; first, to 
enable the writer to perform his educational duties more 
efficiently as well as more happily, since it is not always 
the heighth to which we have attained but the depths from 
which we have come that have most meaning and most inspira­
tion. In the second place, the writer chose this subject, 
because he believes that there is no written record of the 
sCubberley, E, P. An Introduction to the Study of 
Education, pp. 167-169. 
3Webster, Hutton. Modern European Civilization, 
p. 16. *"**" 
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development of education in Jasper county, as a whole, now 
available. He hopes that this modest effort will be the 
means of preserving much of the educational heritage of the 
schools of Jasper county. With the knowledge of one's heri­
tage, he will not be guilty of the sins implied by both 
Roberts and Knight. Roberts says: 
We are fumbling around in education because we 
know so little about the future and do not bother 
to know about the past. Education is not only one 
of the greatest enterprises in immediate planning, 
with parents, teachers, educators, school adminis­
trators, and college presidents as its leaders. 
It is also a long-enduring process of cultural 
self evolution. This process expresses itself 
through the minds of men who are interested in, 
and capable of looking deeper into the nature, 
the need and aspiration of human beings than are 
most people.4 
Knight further illuminates the same idea when he 
says: 
A knowledge of the history of schools and other 
educational agencies is very important in many ways: 
first, it is a necessary preliminary to educational 
reform and improvement. Second, it enables the 
governmental authorities to avoid the educational 
mistakes of the past, it develops and broadens the 
cultural Interest of the workers in education, and 
thus serves as a guide for the practical work of 
the teacher and administrator today.6 
4 Ulich, Robert. Educational Wisdom, p. 2. 
6Knlght, Edgar. Education in the United States, 
pp. 385-386. ~ ~ 
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Statement of Problem 
Every loyal, citizen of a community takes pride in 
its institutions. The writer of this thesis because of 
his years of endeavors in the field of education and those 
of his father before him is deeply interested in the edu­
cational program of the schools and communities of Jasper 
county. He, too, realizes that in order to have a genuine 
appreciation of the present, and in order to make sound 
predictions "of things to come" in education, one must know 
something about the past. Therefore, the writer has se­
lected the following problem for his thesis: 
What has been the history of education in Jasper 
county since its establishment? The answer to this problem 
will be sought through answers to these questions; viz, 
1. What was the history of the development of the 
education of Jasper county prior to 1908? 
2. What was the history of the development of the 
education of Jasper county from 1908-1927? 
3. What was the history of the development of the 
education of Jasper county from 1928-1947? 
Scope 
The writer feels that this study will make a better 
contribution and will be more meaningful if it should 
include all education in Jasper county and not just Negro 
education. The period will extend from the founding of 
5 
of the county to 1948. 
Limitations 
This study is limited to education in a single 
county in Texas-Jasper and further limited "by all of the 
historical conditions that have plagued recording situa­
tions or the keeping of records in early education in the 
United States. These limitations are especially pronounced 
where segregated schools exist. 
Methods and Source of Data 
The historical method of research was used in this 
thesis. Primary, secondary, and tertiary sources have been 
studied wherever they could be found. Photostat copies of 
the minutes of the County Board of Education have been 
made for use in the appendix. 
Review of Previous Studies 
Benjamine Wiley Martin6 made a study of some early 
institutions of East Texas in 1924. The purpose of his 
study was to trace the development of higher institutions 
of East Texas and other institutions of East Texas that 
were directly connected with them, and see the influence 
®Martin, B. W. Some Early Institutions of East 
Texas. 196 pp. * * 
6 
these early institutions had on modern education. He 
describes some early institutions of East Texas, such as 
the Jasper Collegiate Institute, a chartered Institution; 
the charter "bearing the date, November 24, 1851. He also 
describes the Jasper Male and Female High School, the 
forerunner of a third institution known as the East Texas 
Male and Female College, and several other institutions 
located in East Texas. He found that all the early insti­
tutions were private institutions. They served their pur­
pose during that special period but finally failed, leaving 
the free public school system with its high school and its 
one-teacher elementary school as the popular types. 
James Rowe7 in 1934 made a study of the Negro High 
School of Jasper. It covers the period from 1875-1934. He 
gives a brief account of the first Negro school in Jasper 
county up to his very own principalship beginning in 1924. 
He gives a brief account of the Jasper High School program 
during his own very successful administration from 1924-
1934. His study revealed that the graduates increased from 
none in 1924 to 34 in 1933. It also showed that the value 
of the property, such as grounds and buildings had increased 
from 12,000 in 1924 to §25,000 In 1934. 
Jordan Thomas Washington8 In 1944 made a study of 
the Negro schools of Jasper county as to the adequacy of 
public education for Negroes in Jasper county. The purpose 
7Rowe, James H. A Study of The Jasper Negro High 
School. 27 pp. ~ 
Washington, J. T. Adequacy of Public Education 
for Negroes of Jasper County. 47 no. 
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of the study was to determine the adequacy of public edu­
cational facilities for Negroes of Jasper county. His 
problems were as follows: 
1. To find the ratio of the scholastics to the number 
of schools. 
2. To find the extent to which the schools were 
accessible to scholastics. 
3. To find the extent to which the curriculum and the 
teaching personnel met the demand of scholastics. 
He concluded that the physical plants and other 
physical facilities of the educational systems of Jasper 
county were inadequate, the schools were inadequate as to 
location and transportation, the teaching personnel did not 
meet the demand of the scholastics in number, and that 
there was much need for improvement of public education for 
Negroes in Jasper county. 
Huff, George Adams9 wrote in 1939 on the public edu­
cation in Louisiana during the reconstruction period from 
1866-1876. He found that one of the greatest or major 
obstacles in the way of public educational development was 
the attempt to enforce the establishment of mixed schools 
for white and Negro children. 
Barker, William Franklin10 in 1910 writes the history 
®Huff, George Adams. Public Education in Louisiana 
During the Reconstruction Period.~1866-1876. 89 pp. 
10Barker, William. The History of Education in Wise 
County. 96 pp. 
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of education of Wise County. He has a different problem in 
that he does not have Negro education to deal with as is in 
Jasper county. 
Clark R. Traughber11 in 1940 made a study of Negro 
public schools of Smith county, Texas. After making the 
study he recommends that the thirty-seven separate districts 
be consolidated into five districts or attendance areas; 
and that each of the proposed attendance areas be admin­
istered by a board of seven trustees; and that adequate 
provision be made for needed buildings and transportation. 
John Rosevelt Powell13 made a study of the develop­
ment of education for Negroes in Walker county in 1948. 
He came to the following conclusions: There was no formal 
education for Negroes in Walker county before the Civil 
War. At the close of the war Negroes eagerly and enthusi­
astically grasped and made use of every opportunity for 
learning. This strong desire on the part of the Negroes 
for learning has done much for the development of the pub­
lic educational system for the county as a whole. Educa­
tion for Negroes suffered greatly during the period 
immediately following the war because of opposition to 
Negroes learning and because of opposition to Negroes being 
11Traughber, Clark R. A Study of Negro Public 
Schools of Smith County. Texas. 82 pp. 
lsPowell, John Rosevelt. A Study of The Development 
of Education for Negroes in Walker County. 89 pp. 
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taught by whites. After the development of the public 
school system, Negro schools were poorly equipped and for a 
long time church houses or any buildings which could be 
rented were used for housing the Negro schools. For a long 
period, Negro teachers were poorly paid, receiving only 40 
per cent of the State apportionment for scholastics and 
none of the local funds. Negro supervisors have been in­
strumental in finding and overcoming many of the evils 
which beset Negro schools. Negro school plants, especially 
in the city have not expanded in proportion to the growth 
of scholastic population. 
Historical Backgrounds 
In order to understand and appreciate the historical 
development of institutions in a county, It is best to know 
a 
the historical backgrounds of the community and its geogra­
phy. As Young says: 
The answer to the variations in culture rests 
upon differences in geography and history. Geog­
raphy does not predetermine man's wants, but it 
sets certain limits upon the satisfaction for his 
basic needs. Peculiar problems arise from 
climate, soils, topography, and the nature of raw 
materials. The Eskimo does not hunt tigers nor 
do the Hottentots live in snow huts. 
This proves true to educational institutions as well 
as to social culture. Jasper county14 is located In South 
13Young, Kimball. An Introductory Sociology, p. 37. 
14Texas Almanac. Dallas Morning News. 1947-48. 
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East Texas and is one of the State's most heavily forested 
counties. It has a rolling and hilly terrain; and is 
drained "by the Heches and Angelina rivers. Jasper, created 
in 1856 and organized in 1837, was named for Sergeant 
William Jasper, a hero of the American Revolution. Its 
altitude ranges from 100 to 200 feet. Its annual rainfall 
Is 50 inches. Its mean annual temperature is 69 degrees 
Fahrenheit, and its growing season is 249 days. 
Jasper county soils are sandy, sandy loam, darker 
alluvials in bottoms and some black land. Most of the 
county is covered with timber of different kinds. Long 
leaf and short leaf pine, oak, gum, magnolias, dogwood, 
ash, cypress, and walnut are the different kinds of timber. 
Minerals including brick clay, Fuller's earth, sand lime­
stone, and iron ore are found in the county. The crops 
are corn, peas, peanuts, velvet beans, snap beans, water­
melons, pecans, grain sorghum, hay, some cotton, and a few 
other vegetables. There is terracing on 100 farms. Live­
stock income from beef cattle, hogs, poultry, and sheep 
runs high. 
The Blue Hole and Boykin Lake attracts many visitors 
seeking pleasure. The important centers are Jasper, the 
county site, a limber center with a sawmill, and a basket 
factory, a shingle mill, wooden hamper plants, and a nearby 
fish hatchery. The others are Kirbyville, Bessmay, Brook-
land, Buna, and Call, all lumber centers with sawmills and 
also a small truck farm and dairy farming centers. 
11 
CHAPTER II 
EDUCATION PRIOR TO 1908 
The history of education in Jasper county recapitu­
lates the early history of education in the United States, 
for it reveals that closely upon the establishment of homes 
came the establishment of churches and following the 
churches came the schools. Reeder bears this out when he 
makes the statement: 
The first institutions to be founded after the 
home came the church, then the school came almost 
currently with the church. Not only was the order 
of establishment of these institutions by the 
first settlers, but the same order of establish­
ment continued when settlers pushed westward 
during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.1 
White Schools 
Records of the early history of Jasper county is 
both fragmentary and difficult to locate. In an editorial 
in the Jasper News Boy, E. I. Kelley, the founder of the 
Jasper News Boy, states: 
The first school to be established in Jasper 
county was near the homes of Sherrod and Alex 
Wright, who lived near Pine Tuckey, now known as 
Magnolia Springs. The exact date of the estab­
lishment was not available, but it was sometimes 
during the early part of 1838. John Shreer and 
William Isaacs employed Charles Williams to 
1Reeder, Ward G. A First Course in Education, 
pp. 9-10. r 
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teach the students In a little log cabin owned 
by John Shreer. A few years later in 1845 
William Berry taught a private school that was 
held two days each week, Saturday and Sunday, 
at the Jim Davis Place, 
In keeping with the history of education in The United 
States, private schools were first also in Jasper county. 
Cubberley is here cited: 
Before 1820 outside New England educe.tion was 
largely private and supported by individuals, 
churches co-operated schools, societies, and such 
State schools for the children of poor as might 
have been provided by private or State funds, or 
the both combined.8 
Cubberley further states on another occasion: 
In the Southern Colonies, where the settlers 
were largely of English stock and had come to Amer­
ica for gain rather than for religious freedom, 
there was no urge toward either education or 
religion existed as among the Northern peoples. 
In consequence English practices were followed, 
and these were the tutor in the home or educa­
tion in small selected private schools for the 
wealthier classes, while the poorer classes were 
left with only such advantages as apprenticeship 
training and the few pauper schools of the times 
might provide. In the latter, only reading, 
writing, and religion were taught. 
Buildings. -- The first school buildings in 
county were very crude. Most of the buildings were 
room shacks built of logs or rough planks, and were 
gJasper. News Boy. "Education Comes to Jasper." 
September, 1915. 
sCubberley, E. P. The History of Education, p. 655. 
^Cubberley, E. P. An Introductory to the Study of 





nished with split logs or board benches. These were the 
days of the tinbucket dinners and bundle of switches in 
the corner. 
Here again we find the development of education in 
Jasper county following the same course of the history of 
American education. Jasper county because of its frontier 
nature did not experience the Latin Grammar School, but 
went immediately to the academy type of secondary schools. 
The first school of importance organized in the county was 
The Jasper Collegiate Institute,6 the charter bearing the 
date, November 24, 1851. A board of trustees was provided 
for in the charter. The board made provision for the con­
struction of a frame building. It was finished and school 
opened in it for the fall session of 1851. This school 
building served the purpose for which it was erected until 
it was destroyed by fire in 1874. 
Another two-story building was erected in the same 
spot with classrooms down stairs and an auditorium up­
stairs. However the Jasper Collegiate Institute failed, 
and In 1875, the Jasper Male and Female High School6 came 
In its place. The Jasper Male and Female High School was 
the forerunner of another Institution known as the Jasper 
Male and Female College established in 1876, and another 
building was constructed through the sale of stock. From 
' 6Martin, B. W. Some Early Institutions of East 
Texas. (Unpublished thesis) pp. 90-93. *** 
6Jasper Male and Female College. The Blue Book. 
p. 6. 
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1878-1889, several small communities over the county organ­
ized schools of the one-room type. Many of these one-room 
school "buildings came with the establishment and growth of 
industries in various communities of the county. A typical 
example of this is the development of Kirbyville which is a 
creation from the sawmill industry. John Henry Kirby, the 
founder makes this statement: 
When Kirbyville was established, it became the 
Northern terminus of the Gulf Beaumont and Kansas 
Railway, which was built in the nineties and sold 
to the Santa Pe in 1900. During the year of 1896 
the first town site was bought and soon thereafter 
enough people had settled to organize a church and 
following the church came a one-room school.7 
With the increasing popularity of free and public 
tax supported schools the academy began to wane in popu­
larity in the United States. Jasper county was no excep­
tion. With the rise of one-room school buildings all over 
the county and the emphasis on free education, the South 
East Texas Male and Female College passed into oblivion, 
and with it also education beyond the high school level 
during this period in Jasper county. Although, the record® 
shows that as late as 1900, most school buildings in Jasper 
county were one-room log-type buildings, yet, by 1908 this 
type was rapidly being replaced by frame structures. 
Organization. -- In Jasper county the order of 
7Kirby, J. H. Jasper News Boy. "Kirbyville Cre­
ated by Lumber Mills," November, 1940. 
8Jasper County Superintendent's Office. Official 
Records. 1886-1908. 
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organization of social institutions follows closely the 
historical pattern for the nation. First came the home, 
and then the church and closely following the church came 
the school. Since the communities were small, a logical 
sequence of this period would "be numerous one-room schools. 
B. W. Martin, an early superintendent of schools and a 
native of this county thus explain the numerous one-room 
schools in Jasper county during this period: ,rThe communi­
ties were far apart and the members of each community 
wanted his school and church as near home as possible how­
ever small the community would be. This caused the schools 
to be small and numerous.w® 
During the early history of Jasper county, the com­
munity plan of school organization was used. However, in 
1884, Jasper county began to use the district system for 
free school organization. The county was next organized 
as a unit of educational administration creating, by law in 
1887, the office of superintendent. For the first term of 
office the county judge wa3 appointed county superintendent.10 
With the growth of county organization there arose a demand 
for larger units of administration in educational affairs* 
During this period, 1837-1908, the Jasper Collegiate Insti­
tute met this need. It was the largest educational unit in 
the county and changed its objectives as the demands of the 
county changed educational affairs. According to Martin,11 
®Martin, pp. cit., p. 92. 
1"Personal Interview with Ira Bean, December, 1947. 
11Personal interview with B. W. Martin. 1946. 
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It was first the academy type, next the high school and at 
last the high school and college. With the growth of tax 
supported free public schools, the growth of colleges out­
side of the county and the rise of the Texas A. and M. 
College, the Jasper Collegiate Institute passed out of 
existence.18 
Attendance and Length of Term. — The writer was 
unable to get information confirming attendance records in 
the schools of Jasper county from 1837-1908; however, I. S. 
Bean, a former county superintendent, says: 
The attendance was good from 1897-1908 during 
good weather, however, the children from eight to 
twelve years of age attended school better than 
the children above twelve.13 
The school terms were very short; therefore, It was 
not difficult to secure a good attendance record. Data, 
relating to the length of school term of these very early 
schools, were unavailable. However, the earliest record 
found concerning the length of school term showed a two 
month school term in 1846. During the years from 1851-
1908, the public free schools that were established were 
open to students annually from three to four months. 
Fortunately the Jasper Collegiate Institute was open nine 
months each year throughout its history. 
Curriculum. — The curriculum of the first schools 
laIbid.. February 16, 1947. 
lgBean. on. clt.. February, 1947. 
17 
of Jasper county consisted of reading, writing, and arith­
metic. The school of higher education was the Jasper Col­
legiate Institute. It operated two departments, the pri­
mary department and the collegiate department. During the 
years of 1880-1882, the primary department carried mathe­
matics through fractions, geography, penmanship, reading, 
history, orthography and etymology. The collegiate depart­
ment taught music, art, Latin, Greek, and other courses 
that were required for a classical education and scien­
tific diplomas. The difference between the classical 
diploma and the scientific diploma was that the scientific 
diplomas did not require Latin and Greek.14 
Teachers. -- The qualification of the teachers of 
Jasper county varied from the best available to the poor­
est. Those with highest qualifications were in the Jasper 
Collegiate Institute, according to John Scales, a former 
trustee, were from the following educational institutions: 
Eastman Business College, University of Georgia, Cincinati 
Conservatory of Music and Cumberland University. However, 
not all the teachers were so fortunate as to secure their 
training In organized institutions.16 
\ 
A few miscellaneous facts gathered from an Interview 
with Amos Conn, an early student of the Jasper Collegiate 
Institute, yields additional sidelights on personalities of 
14Jasper Collegiate Institute. Catalogue. "Blue 
Book." 1906. 
lbPersonal interview with John Seales. July, 1940, 
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of this period and the pecuniary rewards of the teachers of 
this period. In 1890, Miss Sallie Withers and R. C. 
Withers served the school at Kirbyville and the children 
were grouped in the school according to their ability to 
read, write, and solve problems in arithmetic. These 
teachers were paid monthly salaries from §30 to §50. How­
ever, they would have a chance to teach two schools during 
one year and have one half of the year for a vacation. The 
foregoing shows that the data on teachers during the period 
is exceedingly meager. 
Colored Schools 
Prior to the Civil War, no records were available 
concerning organized education for Negroes in Jasper 
county, Texas. Historically, this is easily understood. 
The same stimuli that led to establish schools in the 
Massachusetts colony, preservation of the Christian Minis­
try, became the motivating force for the education of 
Negroes in the South. At this time Jasper County, Texas 
held Statehood in the Southern pattern, which would lead 
one to infer that any education for Negroes immediately 
following the Civil War would stem from the same sources 
that the education from all other Negroes arose. These 
sources of Southern Education for Negroes were mainly the 
Freedmen's Bureau, and the church. Hockett and Slesinger 
gave us a glimpse of the rise of the "Preedmen's Bureau" 
in the following statement: 
19 
While the fight was still undervmy, preliminary 
steps had to "be made in regard to both Negroes and 
the political organization of certain of the states. 
As slaves began to flock into the Union lines of 
Virginia and elsewhere early in the war, The 
American Missionary Association and other Northern 
groups, carried on charitable work among the 
fugitives. Presently more than 3,000 people were 
so engaged. They not only provided for food and 
clothing but conducted schools for the refugees 
and also gave them religious instruction. As the 
Federal troops occupied additional territory, 
however, the scope of the work became too vast 
for private agencies to handle efficiently, and 
the chief responsibilities inevitably fell upon 
the government. In response to this need, Con­
gress with Lincoln*s consent and approval created 
the Freedmen's Bureau early in March. 1865, to 
continue for one year after the war. 
The separation of the religious denominations in the 
South into church edifices for whites and Negroes only gave 
conviction to Negroes, even In Jasper county, of the impor­
tance of education. Of Interest at this point is an arti­
cle entitled, "Baptist Church History of Jasper County:" 
Forty colored brethren belonged to the church 
but after the Civil War, the matters of the status 
of the colored members of the church caused a 
great deal of solicitude at this time, but be it 
said to the credit of the Christians of the day, 
it was settled without friction. As has been said, 
they were members of full fellowship, but when 
they were made free, many of them led no doubt 
by the "carpet-baggers" of the day, became dis­
satisfied, and It was realized that here may be 
cause for trouble. So the colored brethren or 
members were allowed to use their own judgment. 
Letters of dismission were granted to those that 
desired them, and the white people assisted them 
in organizing churches of their own. The first 
church organized In Jasper county for Negroes 
separate from whites was organized in 1869.17 
16Hockett and Slesinger. Land of the Free. on. 
377-78. ~ 
17Jasper News Boy. "Baptist Church History." 1885. 
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The organization of Negro Baptist churches In Jasper 
county in 1869 opened the way, and created a need for edu­
cating Negro leadership. C. R. lharton makes the statement 
that: 
The Constitution of 1866 and 1869 "both included 
provisions for free public schools,' "but so much 
turmoil prevailed that little was accomplished. 
During reconstruction days, Negro schools were 
established for the first time, and a separate 
tax on Negro property was to pay for their up­
keep. 8 
The twenty-ninth Texas Legislature in 1905 made 
provisions for the public free schools to be separate. The 
law as stated In the "Texas School Laws" In as follows: 
All available public school funds of this State 
shall be appropriated in each county for the educa­
tion alike of whites and colored children, and 
impartial provisions shall be made for both races. 
No white children shall attend schools supported 
for colored children, nor shall colored children 
attend schools supported for white children. The 
term 'colored race and "colored children," as 
used in this title, include all persons of mixed 
blood descended from Negro ancestry. 
Thus, the schools of Jasper county became a part of 
the State pattern. 
Buildings. — During the period prior to 1908, 
Negro schools of Jasper county had to depend largely for 
their physical plants upon local and State resources, since 
funds from philanthropic foundations were not made availa-
leVS!harton, C. R. The Lone Star State, p. 306. 
3|gTexas. Public School Laws of Texas. Article 
2900. p. 2. 
* 
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ble to Negroes of Jasper county until after 1908. Accord­
ing to Thomas Wilson, an early judge in Jasper county and 
tax assessor-collector, the Negro schools were housed in 
the churches and any other house that could he given free 
for the school's use.80 
Organization. — The first public school organized 
for Negroes in Jasper county was in a small community by 
the name of MCold Spring" during the year of 1875. John 
Wesley Moore (white) served as the principal from 1875-
1878. School was held first in a one-room log cabin that 
was the property of the church. The houses of the people 
for dwelling were far apart; therefore, the majority of 
the children were forced to walk long distances to school. 
Each community wanted its church and school as near its 
door as possible. This form of organization made for one-
teacher schools over the entire county.81 
During the year of 1883, a school was organized 
about ten miles from Jasper at Huff Creek. The Huff Creek 
school prospered during this period but was never more 
than a one-teacher school. A school was organized at 
Rock Hill in the Southwell community, but it also was a 
one-teacher school at the end of the year, 1908. Clear 
Creek and Magnolia Springs organized schools during the 
80Personal interview with Thomas Wilson. 1942. 




Teachers. — Prior to 1908, there is little availa­
ble data in Jasper county dealing with Negro teaching 
personnel. Prom the records33 in the office of the county 
superintendent, the teaching personnel was from the best 
to the poorest found in the State. Many teachers would 
take private lessons and then go before the Board of 
Examiners for the purpose of securing teachers' certificates. 
As evidence of some excellent Negro teachers, John Smothers 
was approved by both Negro and white citizens as one of 
the best teachers in the county regardless of race. In 
recognition for this he was permitted to assist the County 
Board of Examiners. That the teaching personnel was of 
limited qualifications can be deduced from the fact that 
salaries paid the teachers were small and the time for 
which they were paid was brief, which only aggravated the 
salary situation. Up to 1908 the salaries in Jasper county 
ranged from 118 per month to |75 per month. Added to these 
low salaries was a problem of short terms. As late as 1908 
/ 
some school terms of Negro schools were as short as two 
months, and the longest term was four months. The best 
qualified teachers would move from school to school in the 
county during the year in order to increase their meager 
income. The pupils would likewise follow the good teacher 
33Jasper, Office of Superintendent, Records of 
Deeds and Organization. 1876-1908. 
33Ibid.. 1878-1908. 
In order to increase their education, since the local 
communities viere financially unable to maintain schools 
for more than four months.34 




EDUCATION PROM 1908-1927 
Although, provisions had been made for free schools 
in Texas since 1850, yet Jasper county did not make much 
progress in education until after the beginning of the 
period, 1908-1927. At the county level the greatest 
achievement during the period was the improvement in organ­
ization for administrative purposes. A county board of 
Education was set up in 1911 to assist and advise the 
county superintendent. This board's duty was to classify 
schools, fix district lines, and do helpful work in the 
handling of the school funds.1 
At the local level, some progress was made in better 
buildings, longer school terms, beginnings of consolida­
tion, and improvement of teacher personnel. 
White Schools 
During the year of 1908, the educational advantages 
increased for the youth in the public schools of Jasper 
county, especially for those that were not of the wealthy 
class. As sawmills were set up and logging camps for the 
lumber industry were established, new sources of employ­
ment and income arose. This meant a rapid increase in the 
1Personal interview with I. S. Bean, 1946. 
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population of the working class, and a consequent demand 
for the expansion of free public education. Thus out of 
the demand resulting from increase in population, and out 
of the ability to pay, as a result of income from the 
lumber industries, Jasper county was stimulated to improve 
its educational facilities for the masses. 
Buildings. — With the increase in wealth and the 
availability of lumber, the log cabin as a school building 
begins to disappear and buildings made of dressed lumber 
came into use. In addition to this stimuli, the urban 
independent districts were encouraged to improve their 
physical plants by the action of the 29th Legislature of 
Texas which permitted the independent districts to assume 
control of their free public schools and vote bonds to 
construct school buildings.® Most independent districts 
voted a special school tax, and where the population was 
dense enough the people voted that the district become 
Independent. Jasper, KIrbyville and Buna3 were the first 
districts in the county to become Independent. By 1917 
all log cabins that housed the white schools had been 
replaced with lumber buildings. Call received a two-story 
frame building with two rooms up-stairs and two rooms down 
stairs. Altogether, the following schools received new 
buildings: Mount Union, Call County Line, Beech Grove, 
^Personal interview with Amos Conn, June, 1947. 
3Richardson, Rupert Novel. Texas The Lone Star 
State. pp. 408-9. 
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Roganville, Holly Springs, Jasper, Browndel and Remlidge. 
About 1917 the county began to turn from frame 
buildings to brick structures. In 1917 the Central High 
School at Brookland was replaced with a brick structure. 
The Kirbyville building was burned and replaced with a 
three-story brick structure in 1917. At the same time 
Jasper High School constructed a three-story brick build­
ing.4 
Organization. -- This period, 1908-1927, was also 
characterized by definite beginnings of consolidations of 
school districts for better education. At the beginning 
of the period from 1908-1917, there were many one-teacher 
schools and many small districts in Jasper county. The 
first consolidated school in the county and according to 
L. A. ?/oods and B. W. Martin, there is a probability of It 
being the first in the State of Texas, was the Central 
High School at Brookland, Texas.6 The Central High School 
was formed by the consolidation of the Browndel, Brookland, 
and Remlidge schools. This consolidation was done in 1917, 
and Woods, who is now State Superintendent of the State of 
Texas, was made superintendent. This Idea of consolidation 
was soon followed by Jasper and Buna. In 1908 there we re 
twenty-five districts in the county, but by the year of 
1913 there were only twenty-one.® These twenty-one districts 
4Jasper County, "Superintendent's Annual Reports," 
1908-1918. 
sPersonal letter to writer, September 1, 1948. 
sSee appendix A, B, and C. 
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remain separate throughout this period, with the exception 
of Mount Union District which was gradually consolidating 
"by practice rather than by law. Great interest in high 
school education was aroused under the stimulating adminis­
tration of B, W. Martin who began his administration as 
superintendent of the Kirbyville Independent District in 
1912. 
An altogether different type of organization for the 
improvement of facilities and instruction appeared in 
Jasper county during this period. The contribution of this 
organization to education in general has been so signifi­
cant that it is worthwhile to give an account of its ap­
pearance in the county at this point. This organization is 
the "Parent-Teachers Association." This organization ac­
cording to the county superintendent's annual report 
appeared in the county during the fall of 1926 In the 
Kirbyville and the Jasper communities.7 
Attendance and Length of Term. -- A complete 
attendance record of all white schools in Jasper county 
during the period from 1908-1927 was not available. How­
ever, there were some attendance records found in old 
registers and superintendent's annual reports that offered 
scattered reports of all schools In the county during the 
period. Also an almost complete record of the percentage 
of attendance In the Kirbyville Independent school district 
7Jasper, Office of County Superintendent, 
Superintendent's Annual Reports. 1926-27. 
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was found which may he used as a pattern of the attendance 
record of Jasper county during the period.® 
A study, of data in table number I on page 29 pre­
pared from the above stated source revealed that the inde­
pendent districts in 1908 registered a 75 per cent attend­
ance while the common school districts registered a 65 per 
cent attendance. It also reveals that the attendance 
Increased during the years of depression and unemployment, 
and decreased during the years during wars when jobs were 
plentiful. However the attendance of the common schools 
In the rural areas were below that of the independent dis­
tricts . The table further reveals that the average attend­
ance of the independent district for the period was 81.7 
per cent, while the average for the period of the common 
school districts was 59 per cent. 
During the beginning of the period, 1908-1927, the 
schools of the county were all short in terms except Jasper 
and KIrbyville white schools. The Jasper and KIrbyville 
schools were open to students nine months throughout the 
period. Buna and Holly Springs started eight month terms 
In 1910. The other schools of the county were open to 
students from four to six months during the year as late as 
1914. After 1917, Bessmay, Buna, and Brookland were given 
nine month terms for the remainder of the period. Prom 
1908-1916, all schools in independent school districts had 
8Jasper Office of Superintendent, School Records. 
1908-1927. 
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TABLE I. ANNUAL PER CENT OP ATTENDANCE IN THE KIRBYVILLE 
INDEPENDENT AND THE MAGNOLIA SPRINGS COMMON SCHOOL 








centage of attendance 
1908- 9 75$ 65$ 
1909-10 78$ 66$ 










1914-15 80$ 70$ 
1915-16 85$ 65$ 
1916-17 84$ 60$ 
1917-18 80$ 60$ 
1918-19 75$ 65$ 
1919-20 76$ 62$ 
1920-21 75$ 65$ 
1921-22 70$ 60$ 
1922-23 70$ 50$ 
1923-24 65$ 50$ 
1924-25 70$ 58$ 






period 81.7$ 59$ 
+ 
Kirbyville, Office of Superintendent, and Jasper 
Office of Superintendent, Annual reports, 1908-1927. 
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either eight or nine month terms, while common school dis­
tricts had an average five-month school term. But from 
1917-27, the common school districts' school terms were 
increased to seven months.10 
Curriculum. — During this period the curriculum 
for the schools in the county began to expand as shown by 
the increase in the number of grade levels of work. Before 
1917, only Jasper and Kirbyville offered eleven grades. 
Buna High School at Buna and Central High School at Brook-
land joined in this group in 1917. Prom 1917-27, all 
schools offering high school work in Jasper county were 
based on a seven grade elementary school of four years of 
high school work. All schools offered high school work 
through eleven grades from 1917 to 1924. Then the county 
board reclassified the schools allowing the larger schools, 
in the independent districts to offer eleven grades and 
allowing the other schools that were carrying any high 
school work in eighth, ninth, and tenth grades.11 The 
guiding principles for instructions were similar over the 
entire county; hence, at the beginning of each year or 
school term a course of study was provided for each teacher 
by the State Department of Education.18 
During this period another significant improvement 
10Jasper, County Superintendent's Annual Reports. 
1908-1927. 
i:iSee appendix A-D. 
lsSee appendix C. 
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in the curriculum was made* In 1918 instruction in voca­
tional agriculture was added through subventions of Fed­
eral Government. Jasper county readily took advantage of 
these provisions of the Smith Hughes Act.18 
Teachers. — The teaching personnel or Jasper coun­
ty during the period from 1908-27 included people whose 
formal training ranged from the seventh grade to the 
Master's degree. However there were only two people serv­
ing the schools that held Master's degrees. The first, 
second, and third-grade State certificates were the 
required licenses to get a job teaching in the schools of 
Jasper county. It Is true that if a higher type of cer­
tificate was held by a teacher, he or she would get a 
better salary.14 
Some teachers during the period seemed to have been 
using the profession as a stepping stone to other profes­
sions, since many finally turned to law and medicine. I. 
S. Bean states that "during the years of 1911 many of the 
teachers of Jasper county had earned their certificates 
from college credits." The average salary for teachers of 
Jasper approximated the average for the teachers of the 
State of Texas. In 1909 the average annual salary for 
Jasper county teachers was $300 and the average annual sal­
ary for the teachers of the State of Texas was $347. In 
18Jasper, Office of County Superintendent, 
Superintendent Annual Reports. 1909-1927. 
14Personal Interview with I. S. Bean. February, 
1947. 
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Jasper county the salaries for teachers dropped to 1291 
annually, in 1911 rose to $475 by 1911, and continued to 
rise annually until by 1927 the average annual salary was 
$1,000.00 for the white teachers of Jasper county. The 
records as kept in the county superintendent's office show 
that the teachers that presented the superior certificates 
were paid the better salaries. I. S. Bean who was county 
superintendent during the year 1911, states: 
Teachers were paid more for their services if 
they held first grade certificates; however, if a 
teacher proved, in the estimation of the Board of 
Education, to be a good teacher he or she would 
be given some consideration for a raise in salary 
although the certificate was of a lower grade 
than that demanding a raise.15 
Colored Schools 
During this period, 1908-1927, history does not 
reveal the same quality of public support for Negro schools 
that is shown by the development of schools for the white 
children. Most Negro school plants during this period were 
established by aid from philanthropic foundations and by 
the aid of well wishing white citizens of Jasper county. 
The Negro schools during this period are also indebted to 
the churches. Prom 1908 to 1917, most of the buildings for 
schools were one-room shacks built of rough planks and 
15Personal Interview with I. S. Bean, September 10, 
1947. 
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sometimes logs, and were often furnished with split-logs 
or boards for benches or seats. The relief from this poor 
housing conditions came as a result of philanthropic 
foundations and the Kirby Lumber Company.16 
Buildings. — During the years from 1908-1916, the 
Negro schools of Jasper county did not have any building 
program. Fortunately in 1917, Julius Rosenwald, created a 
fund known as the "Julius Rosenwald Fund," for the purpose 
of building rural Negro schools in the South.17 This 
philanthropic foundation would finance the construction of 
school buildings for Negroes if the Board of Education or 
the people would match the cost, dollar for dollar, and 
build on a plan suggested by the foundation. It was a 
practice of the Foundation not to pay the money until the 
construction had been Inspected by a representative of the 
Foundation. It was also a practice of the "Rosenwald 
Fund" to give $150 to schools(for each additional room 
annexed to the "Rosenwald School Building." In 1919, 
Jasper received a four-room building and one room was added 
each year until three rooms had been added, making a seven-
room building. In 1920 a two-room "Rosenwald building was 
constructed for the Walnut Hill school. In 1922, the 
Jeanes Industrial teacher supervised the construction of a 
16Eouston Office, Kirby Lumber Corp., "Buildings." 
1924-47. 
17Quarrie, Co-operation, World Encyclopedia. 
Vol. 6. p. 6205. 
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one-room school building at Kirbyville. In 1925 a building 
was constructed at Vernon County Line. In 1926 another 
room was annexed to the Kirbyville school. 
Through the aid of the white well wishers of the 
town and philanthropic foundations, a principal's home was 
constructed at Jasper In 1925-26 at a cost of $2,000. How­
ever most of the money was given on the matching basis, 
that is, the Negroes were required to raise one half of the 
money. A shop was annexed to the Jasper school In 1926.16 
In 1913 the Kirby Lumber Company, a local industry, 
constructed a two-story building for Negro children at Call 
and another two-story building at Bessmay.10 
Organization. — During this period from 1908-1927, 
the colored schools of Jasper county experienced very 
little if any efforts at consolidation. The only single 
exception came through the establishment of the Jasper 
County Training School. In 1925 the Jasper County Train­
ing School was established. This movement caused the 
consolidation of the small schools around Jasper with the 
Training School. These students who attended the stir-
rounding smaller schools would complete their high school 
work at the Jasper County Training School. Beyond this 
effort at consolidation the Negro schools in Jasper county 
remained separate and small through 1927. 
leRowe, J. H. A Historical Study of The Jasper 
Negro High School. August, 1934. 20 pp. 
10Houston, Maine Office. Kirby Lumber Corp., 
Building Records. p. 32. 
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Attendance and Length of Term. -- Only fragmentary 
records of some schools in Jasper county could be found, 
but like unto the white schools, a complete record of 
attendance of some schools for Negroes along with the whites 
were found. These attendance records found were in old 
registers and superintendent's annual reports. A complete 
search of these records showed that in 1908 the Negro 
schools in the independent districts' annual average 
attendance was 70 per cent, while the common school dis­
tricts' annual attendance was 62 per cent. In 1911 the 
average attendance increased to 75 per cent for the inde­
pendent school districts and then remained steady in the 
common school districts. This increase of attendance con­
tinued to develop until 1918, when it began to decrease 
and continued to decrease in both rural and independent 
districts until 1926. After 1926 the attendance increased 
steadily through 1927. However the records show that the 
average attendance of the Negro schools was from five to 
eight per cent lower than the whites throughout the 
period.so 
The Negro school terms were very short in 1908. 
The average term for Negro schools in the common school 
districts were four months. During the years of 1910-11, 
the school terms were extended to five and six months. 
Prom 1917-27, the common schools received from five to six 
eoJasper, County Superintendent's Annual Reports 
and Old Register. 1908-27. 
* 
•m 
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months school terms, and the independent schools were hold­
ing their schools open to students from 3ix to seven months. 
Curriculum. — The status of growth of the curricu­
lum between 1908-1927 is difficult to arrive at except 
inferentially. There simply is no first hand date availa­
ble except in the records of the Board of Education Min­
utes for August 8, 1924. At this meeting a motion was 
carried which secured adoption of the State Course of Study 
for the schools of Jasper county for the scholastic year 
of 1924-25.81 Other evidence showing that the curriculum 
was being improved was shown by the County Board of Educa­
tion's efforts to define the scope of the work of each 
school through official classification. Only two schools 
were permitted to do work through the tenth grade, five 
were permitted to do work through nine grades, two through 
eight grades and five through seven grades.83 However the 
Jasper High School began offering work through eleven 
grades in 1920 and continued through 1927. By 1926, all 
curricula of high school level had been enriched by adding 
Vocational Agriculture and Homemaking, 
Teachers. — The quality of Teaching staff during 
this period has to be arrived at inferentially. Poor 
teaching conditions mean poor teaching usually. During 
the period from 1908-1927, the teaching personnel of the 
Negro schools of Jasper county faced an average school 
21See appendix A and B. 
ssSee appendix A and C. 
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term of six months. The average school term in 1908 was 
four and one half months, five months in 1912 and six 
months from 1924-27. A study of the salaries paid teachers 
in Jasper county revealed that Negro salaries were lower 
than the white salaries 1908-27. Table IV revealed that 
the state apportionment for schools for the years of 1913-
1914 was only $7 per student or for each scholastic and 
the local tax was fifty cents for each $100.00 worth of 
property. The salaries for Negro teachers averaged annu­
ally 1200 while the average annual salary for the teach­
ers of the State of Texas was $347. During the year of 
1917, the average annual salary for Negro teachers in 
Jasper county was $325. In 1927 the average annual salary 
for Negro teachers of Jasper county was $540.33 The teach­
ers were paid according to their training, the class of 
certificate they held, the school and position held in the 
school. The teachers holding the higher type certificates 
were paid the better salaries.3* 
During the first years of the period, from 1908-1924 
there were no teachers in Jasper county among the Negroes 
holding Bachelor's degrees. During the year 1908, there 
were only five out of twenty-four teachers in the county 
that had earned First Grade certificates. In 1920 four 
33Jasper, County Superintendent's Office. Teachers' 
Salaries and Certificates. 1924-1927. 
S4:Personal interview with Martin. 1948. 
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Negro teachers in Jasper county had earned Normal diplomas. 
In 1927 one teacher held a Bachelor's degree; twenty held 
first grade certificates, and ten had earned second grade 
certificates.85 
35Jasper, County Office of Superintendent. Records 
of Schools, pp. 80-82. 
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CHAPTER IV 
EDUCATION FROM 1928-1947 
During the years covered by this period, 1927-1947, 
Jasper county achieved the educational standards which 
characterized the present school program. Being within 
both the depression and war years, this period is also 
marked by both recession and progress, educationally as 
well as financially. With a falling off of income during 
the thirties, the schools experienced retrenchment in 
building programs, curricular offerings and teachers1 
salaries. However, with the approach of the war years and 
the increase of liquid wealth, the schools once more 
marched forward. Most of the progress of the period took 
place in the eight years between 1939-47, which was char­
acterized by better buildings, reorganized curricular and 
increased salaries for teachers. It is in this period 
also that Federal Aid reaches its greatest influence since 
1785. 
Buildings. -- In the average school In Jasper 
county during the year of 1928, the buildings were crowded 
beyond their capacity. There were evidences of the people 
realizing the need of physical growth. The schools of 
Jasper county that would best illustrate the physical 
growth of school plants are Buna, Beech Grove, Kirbyville, 
Jasper, Brookland, Temple Springs. In 1939 a plot of land 
was bought for the Beech Grove school and a building was 
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constructed on Highway "96" and "45." The cost of this 
building was $30,000. Kirbyville constructed a gymnasium 
and a Junior high school building at a cost of $50,000. 
Jasper High school added to their three-story brick build­
ing a $120,000.00 OTA school project in the form of a 
beautiful XT-shaped building extending 182 feet north and 
55 feet west. This building was built in 1940-41 for the 
purpose of housing the entire high school and administra­
tion units, a high school library, and a study hall. All 
buildings on the fifteen acre campus were reworked. The 
exterior of the gymnasium and all other campus buildings 
were finished in a brick to match the main building. A 
rock wall stadium was constructed with a new stadium 
ticket booth. Brookland also received a gymnasium in 
1941, and Temple Springs received a rock school building 
in 1943. The total cost of constructing physical plants 
for white students of Jasper county was around $200,000.1 
Organization. — In 1929 the white people of 
Jasper county were consolidating their schools very read­
ily. Some schools would bring their entire enrollment to 
other schools and others would transfer their upper grades 
and allow the lower grades to remain in the old school. 
Good examples of this were the Temple Springs school, the 
Zereth school and the Roganville school. In 1929 the 
^•Aden, Nida. "The Jasper County Schools are Build­
ing." Jasper Hews Boy. January, 1940. 
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Zereth school was classified as a seventh grade elementary 
school, the Temple Spring school was classified as a 
fourth grade school, and the Roganville school was classi­
fied as a high school of nine grades.3 By 1947 Temple 
Springs was an elementary school of eight grades and the 
students of Zereth and Roganville were attending Temple 
Springs or Kirbyville schools.8 This same pattern was 
followed around the town of Kirbyville and Jasper. 
Out of the 29 white schools that were in the county 
in 1924, there were only ten white schools in the county 
in 1947.4 
Attendance and Length of Term. — The percentage 
of attendance as revealed by table II, page 42 which con­
stitutes facts taken from the "Annual Reports" of the 
Kirbyville Independent District's Superintendent's office 
is a good example of the attendance records of Jasper 
county schools. Although the rural schools were limited 
to shorter terms than the independent districts, yet the 
percentage of attendance was approximately the same. The 
average daily attendance for the period was 81.8 per cent 
of the total scholastic population. The median of attend­
ance in the white schools was 85 per cent and the median 
3See appendix D and C. 
8lbid. 
4See appendix A and E. 
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TABLE II. ANNUAL ENROLLMENT, PERCENTAGE OF ATTENDANCE AND 
LENGTH OF SCHOOL TERM OF THE KIRBYVILLE INDEPENDENT 
DISTRICT FROM 1928-1947+ 
WHITE SCHOOLS 
Number Percentage of Term in 
Year Enrolled Attendance Months 
1928-29 555 75 % 9 







1931-32 560 22% 9 






1934-35 576 95% 9 
1935-36 575 90% 9 
1936-37 575 88% 9 
1937-38 583 95% 9 
1938-39 551 90% 9 
1939-40 555 90% 9 
1940-41 552 89% 9 
1941-42 551 85% 9 
1942-43 551 80% 9 
1943-44 550 80% 9 
1944-45 600 75% 9 
1945-46 687 80% 9 
1946-47 704 95% 9 
+ 
Kirbyville, "Office of Superintendent" Annual 
Reports. 1927-47. 
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length of the school term in months in the Independent dis­
tricts during the period, as revealed by table II, page 42, 
was nine months while the smaller schools of the common 
school districts was seven months. 
In 1928 the Jasper high school, the Kirbyville high 
school, the Bessmay school, and the Brookland school were 
open to students for nine months while the smaller rural 
schools were open to students from six to eight months. In 
1938 the rural schools for the white children received 
eight months terms. After 1945 all rural accredited schools 
were given nine months and the non-accredited schools were 
given eight months terms. Most of the schools of Jasper 
county were on the salary aid program and abided by the 
Equalization Laws of the State of Texas.5 
Curriculum. — In 1928 the schools of Jasper county 
were following the State course-of-study as recommended by 
the County Board of Education, August 8, 1924.6 The ele­
mentary teachers were teaching some health, geography, 
history, English, physical education and some form of 
industrial education. 
As a result of consolidation, the schools in the 
county enriched their programs with more and different 
types of industrial and classical courses and other educa­
tional activities. The Jasper, Kirbyville, Brookland, 
5Jasper, County Superintendent's Financial Records. 
1939-47. 
6Appendix A and B. 
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and Buna high schools had introduced vocational agriculture 
and homemaking into the schools in addition to the regular 
subjects. The Kirbyville and Jasper schools had accepted 
commercial courses and manual training in the curriculum. 
During the year of 1940, a wood-work shop was organized as 
a JTYA workshop project, located in an old highway barn, 
one mile west of Jasper. This project was a method of 
supplying jobs for the boys and at the same time teaching 
them a trade.7 
Realizing that untrained homemakers were just as in­
efficient as untrained soldiers, the Federal Government 
through one of its agencies, set up an unemployed girls 
resident center, which endeavored to help an unemployed 
girl to a fuller and more useful life at homemaking through 
a course of training in which they learned to do by doing. 
In offering this KYA training course to girls, resident 
centers were established where a workable size group of 
young women were congregated under the supervision of a 
resident supervisor. Under the sponsorship of the Lions 
Club, a resident center was established in Jasper in April, 
1939.8 
In 1942 the schools of Jasper county sought to 
improve their curriculum by reducing departmentalization 
and planning greater focus upon the "whole child." A 
'"Diamond Jubilee Issue." Jasper News Boy. 1940. 
8Jasper, Lions Glub. Jewel of the Forest. April, 
1940. p. 20. 
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tentative program and a complete final program outlined by 
the county superintendent9 was found in the office of the 
county superintendent, which revealed that the curricular 
was based on the five co-areas; namely, Language Arts, 
Creative and recreative Arts, Social Studies, Home and 
Vocational Arts, and Mathematics and Science. Five courses 
were blended in Language Arts; they were English, Spanish, 
literature, reading, spelling, and writing. In the area 
of Social Studies were blended citizenship, government, 
history, and geography. The courses brought under creative 
and recreative arts were physical education, health, music, 
and art or drawing. Under mathematics and science, there 
were arithmetic, general mathematics, and science. 
Cubberley agrees with the step taken by the Jasper 
county administration when he says: 
Since education aims to prepare youth for 
effective living in modern conditions, we need 
to predict as well as we can what changes will 
ensue, and then try to shape school work 
accordingly. 0 
Teachers. -- The white teachers of Jasper, accord­
ing to information in the office of superintendent as may 
be visualized in table III, page 46, had increased in pro­
fessional Improvement in 1928, but by 1947 the educational 
status of the teachers had more than doubled. Table III 
9Jasper, County Superintendent's Office. Program 
for 1942-44. 
l0Cubb6rleyi E. P. An Introductory to the Study of 
Education, p. 273. 
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TABLE III. COMPARISON OP PREPARATION OP WHITE TEACHERS IN 
1927 WITH PREPARATION IN 1947+ 
Preparation Number of Teachers 
1927 1947 
By Examination 1 0 
One Year College Training 15 0 
Two Years College Training 16 0 
Three Years College Training 11 28 
Bachelor's Degrees 14 101 
Master's Degrees 1 5 
Total 58 134 
+Jasper County Superintendents Office, "Teachers 
Certificates," 1927-47. 
also shows that in 1928 there were fourteen teachers serv­
ing the schools of Jasper county holding Bachelor's degrees, 
eleven with three years of college training, sixteen with 
two years of college training, fifteen with one year of 
college training, and one without any college training. 
But in 1947, tables I, II, and III reveal that the teachers 
of Jasper county were teaching more students In the white 
schools per teacher in 1928 than they were In 1947. In 
1928 fifty-eight white teachers were serving 3,000 stu­
dents, in 1947, one hundred thirty-four white teachers were 
serving: 5.807 students.11 
11Jasper Superintendent's Office. Record of 
Teachers. 1927-1947. 
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B. W. Martin states: 
The program as suggested "by the administrators 
of educators in Jasper county called for better 
prepared teachers, however the salary scales in 
Jasper county were too low to invite teachers 
trained to do the work desired by the county 
administrators. Therefore, during the years, 
1928-33, steps were taken to raise the salaries 
so as to be inviting for better qualified 
teachers.13 
The records13 of teachers' salaries as recorded in 
the office of the county superintendent shows that the 
average salaries paid teachers from 1928-33 was $1,074. 
The depression forced the salaries down to $850 annually. 
As the depression faded away the salaries ascended slowly 
continually "until the average annual salary for 1947 was 
#2,000• The teachers' salaries in the rural schools and 
some of the independent districts came mostly from State 
apportionment rather than local tax. Table IV below shows 
figures on the State apportionment: 














lsPersonal interview with B. W. Martin. 1947. 
13Jasper, County Superintendent's Office. Salaries. 
1927-1947. 
TABLE IV. (CONTINUED) 
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Jasper, "Superintendent's Annual Reports," 1927-
1947. 
Table IV shows how State apportionment rose from $15.00 in 
1928 to $35.00 in 1947, and as the State apportionment 
rose the salaries of teachers were increased. 
Colored Schools 
The period from 1928-1947 had its retarding affects 
as well as accelerating affects upon Negro schools of 
Jasper county just as it did among the white schools. How­
ever, the history does not show evidence that as much prog­
ress was made in Negro education as was made In that of 
the white population. There was some consolidation; there 
was an Increase in the number of grades to separate units 
and an increase in scholastic population.14 
Like the white schools, the Negro schools did 
l4See appendix B. 
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receive additional support from the Federal Government, 
however, they did not receive as much opportunity as the 
white schools• There were no NYA schools in the county 
for Negroes. This period may also be characterized as the 
beginning of a real building program for Negro schools in 
Jasper county. This may be illustrated by the Jasper high 
school, the Walnut Hill school, the Bessmay school, and 
the Kirbyvllle school. 
Buildings. — In 1934 the Mount Union School Board 
added one room to the old construction as the Walnut Hill 
school. In 1935 the Jasper high school received a new 
building consisting of twelve class rooms and an auditorium 
at a cost of >117,000.00. Two rooms were annexed to the 
Call County Line school. A lunch room was constructed at 
the Jasper high school in 1945-46. In 1945 a modern seven 
room elementary school building was constructed for the 
Beech Grove school. Extra rooms were annexed to the Mag­
nolia Springs school and the Kirbyvllle school in 1947. A 
football field was fully equipped for night playing at the 
Jasper school for the benefit of the Negro school in 1947.16 
Organization. -- In 1931 the Grant school, Peach 
Tree and Dixie schools consolidated to form an elementary 
school of seven grades and the high school students from 
all these schools were transferred to the Jasper high 
16Jasper County, Superintendent's Office, 
Building Records, 1934-47. 
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school. The school site for the new elementary school was 
located on the Grant school campus. In 1945 this con­
solidated school was moved to a new site and the name was 
changed to the Beech Grove school,10 
The schools in the Southern part of the county did 
not organize for consolidation during this entire period as 
the schools of the Northern part of the county. Call 
County Line took the only step for consolidation "by con­
solidating Pairview, a small school in the same district.17 
Attendance and Length of Term. — The percentage of 
attendance of Negro schools in Jasper county during the 
period from 1928-47 was similar to that of the white schools 
during the period. A complete record of attendance of all 
schools during the period was not available, but the 
available record of attendance will throw some light on 
conditions. A complete record of the Kirbyville school's 
attendance for the entire period from 1928-47 was found. 
The Kirbyville school's attendance being similar to the 
other schools of the county, it has been used as a typical 
county record. Table V, page 51, taken from the annual 
reports of the Kirbyville Independent Superintendent's 
office, will reveal light on this. It reveals that in 
1928-31, there was a 70 per cent annual attendance In the 
Negro school. In 1933 the per cent of attendance had 
reached a 75 per cent attendance. The attendance Increased 
16See appendix A and D. 
17Ibid. 
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TABLE V. ENROLLMENT ATTENDANCE AND LENGTH OF SCHOOL TERM 
OF THE NEGRO SCHOOL OF THE KIRBYVILLE INDEPENDENT 
DISTRICT FROM 1928-1947+ 
Nuniber Percentage of Term in 
Year Enrolled Attendance Months 
1928-29 79 10% 1 1/2 
1929-30 80 10% 8 
1930-31 79 15% 8 
1931-32 84 16% 8 
1932-33 86 85% 8 
1933-34 88 90% 8 
1934-55 88 88% 8 









1937-38 86 91% 8 
1938-39 84 90% 8 
1939-40 83 91% 8 





1942-43 93 80% 8 
1943-44 97 80% 8 
1944-45 105 16% 9 
1945-46 119 80% 9 
1946-47 112 98% 9 
+Kirbyvllle, "Office of Superintendent" Annual 
Reports. 1927-47. 
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until 1942 when it decreased steadily until the year of 
1945. By 1947 the attendance had reached its highest peak 
of a 95 per cent attendance. 
As shown by the minutes of the school board the 
school terms for Negroes were all at least from two weeks 
to one month shorter than the white schools in the same 
districts. A good example of this, in the independent 
school district, was the Kirbyville school, where the Negro 
school in Table V shows that the term was eight months 
from 1929-44 and table II, page 42 shows that the white 
school in the same district received nine month terms 
throughout the period. The Negro schools were open to 
students in 1928 six months per school term. The Jasper 
Negro High School had its first nine month school term in 
1933. The rural schools started their first eight month 
term during the scholastic year of 1938-39. All schools in 
Jasper county except the Walnut Hill, Vernon County Line, 
Clear Creek, and Oak Hill schools received nine month terms 
annually in 1947. The schools that were exceptions from 
the nine month term were receiving eight month terms during 
the year of 1947.16 
Curriculum. — In 1928 the curriculum of Negro 
schools consisted of courses in reading, English, Health, 
geography, and history in the elementary schools. The 
high school curriculum consisted of English I-II, algebra I 
18Jasper, County Superintendent's Annual Reports. 
1928-47. 
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and II; geometry, plane and solid; chemistry, physics, 
"biology; and some electives. However the schools were not 
very well provided with laboratory equipment for the sci­
ences, Vocational agriculture was introduced into the 
Jasper school In 1925. Homemaking was a full time course 
in 1934 at the Jasper High School. Vernon County Line 
accepted vocational agriculture in 1932; Call County Line 
accepted vocational agriculture in 1941.19 During World 
War II special courses were outlined by the Federal Gov­
ernment and financed through the PWA for the purpose of 
educating the adults. This school was known as "The Adult 
Education Project." 
Teachers. — The Increase of scholastic popula­
tion, the increase In the length of school term and the 
Increase In the amount of tax for schools encouraged bet­
ter salaries and better salaries brought better prepared 
teachers into the profession to serve the schools of Jasper 
county. The professional status of the Negro teachers of 
Jasper county had changed just as the professional status 
of the whites. 
The total scholastic population in the Negro schools 
of Jasper county in 1933 was 1,151, the total number of 
teachers that served these students were 35. During the 
\ 
year of 1941-42, 45 teachers served these 1,468 scholastics 
and in 1947, 49 teachers served 1,904 scholastics. In 
19Ibld. 
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1928 only one school served students through eleven grades. 
In 1947 three schools served students through twelve 
grades.80 
Table VI below reveals that the number of teachers 
had increased a very little between 1928 and 1947. It also 
shows that In 1927 there were five teachers who held cer­
tificates by examination and who did not have any college 
training, seven with two years college training, ten with 
three years college training, and three with Bachelor's 
TABLE VI. COMPARISON OP PREPARATION OP NEGRO TEACHERS IN 





By Examination 5 0 
One Year College Training 10 0 
Two Years College Training 7 2 
Three Years College Training 10 7 
Bachelor's Degrees 3 40 
Master's Degrees 0 0 
Total 35 49 
+ 
Jasper County Superintendent's Office, "Teachers 
Certification and Preparation." 1927-1947. 
80Austin, Public School Directory. 1933 and 1947. 
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degrees. Table VI, page 54 reveals that the total number 
of Negro teachers serving the schools attended by Negro 
students during the year of 1927 was thirty-five. In 1947 
there were two teachers working in the county with two 
years of college training, seven with three years of col­
lege training and forty with Bachelor's degrees. 
The Negro teachers' salaries varied as the whites' 
salariesj however, the Negro teachers' average salaries 
were on an average 1200 less annually than the whites' 
salaries from 1927-47. During the year of 1945 the teach­
ers ' salaries were equalized. All teachers were paid 
according to experience, professional status, and the type 
of school and the position served in the school.®1 
S1Jasper County Superintendent's Office, Salaries 
and Certification of Teachers. 1928-47. 
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CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Prior to 1908 may be considered in the history of 
education in Jasper county as a period of frame structured 
buildings, the one-room school, and the rise of the dis­
trict school system. It was also a period of the private 
school and the ascendancy of the academy type of secondary 
school. In the public schools, it was a period of short 
terms, meager curricula and poor teaching. In this period 
the public school system had not found Itself and the best 
of education was found in the private schools of the time. 
Although there was a beginning of public school education 
for white children, the beginning of public education for 
the Negroes came at a much later date.1 However as with 
the whites so with the Negroes; the best in education was 
provided by private agencies. This was a period of the 
"Freedmenfs Bureau" and the church schools. This period 
had offered little to Negroes of Jasper county in the way 
of public education until after 1875. It was a period of 
the one-teacher school and the meagerly trained teachers. 
The only bright spot in this era for Negro education was 
the sympathetic aid of white friends and many religious 
organizations, both north and south, without the aid of 
1Butts, R. F. A Cultural History of Education, 
pp. 484-5. 
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which Negro education would have been much more retarded 
in Jasper county. 
The period from 1908-1927 was a period of the or­
ganization and the development, of the public school system 
for white children and the wane in significance of the 
private school. The same can not be said of the Negro 
education in Jasper county. Negro education made but little 
progress during this period by comparison. The progress 
in education during this period is wrapped up in the story 
of the Rosenwald Foundation. While the white schools 
changed from frame structures to brick, the Negro schools 
changed from the log cabin to the frame structure. The 
white schools were growing in consolidation and growing in 
enrichment of all other forms of education. With only one 
exception the Negro schools were not consolidated and mere­
ly grew in number of grades offered, and pupils taught 
without accompanying growth in other educational essentials 
and facilities. The bright spot for Negro education was 
the aid to education of the Smith Hughes Act, the Julius 
Rosenwald Fund and the Anna T. Jeanes Fund. Also the good 
work of such southern industrial agencies as the Kirby 
Lumber Company, Inc. as to building construction should 
not be overlooked. 
The final period from 1928-47 is a period of great­
est achievement in public education for both whites and 
Negroes. The depression years brought large enrollments 
to the schools but, also, a restriction of the physical 
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expansion to take care of this enrollment. The Federal 
emergency relief agencies did "bring some relief to the 
crowded physical plants. -However, it was the war period 
with its astronomical budgets that made possible the pres­
ent status of education in the county. Nevertheless as 
one views the situation, Negro educational facilities and 
opportunities lagged far behind those of the white boys 
and girls of the county. It is interested to note that 
there is not a gymnasium for the Negro boys and girls in 
Jasper county even after an elapse of 110 years of public 
education. 
Conclusion 
The writer of this thesis concludes that the devel­
opment of education is a slow and tedious process. It is a 
sensitive plan that responds readily to environmental con­
ditions.® The economic, political, and social influences 
have greatly affected the development of the education of 
the children of Jasper county. With the Negro, there is 
an inherent social factor that has retarded the progress 
of his schools, and that is, segregation. From past 
experiences it is logical to conclude that under the 
present segregated system Negro education will always be 
several steps in the rear of white education.® 
®Young, Kimball. An Introductory Sociology, p. 25. 
®Butts, op. clt.. p. 726. 
If it required 100 years for white schools to get 
decent gymnasiums and school facilities, the Negro has high 
hopes that hy 1966 he should be provided with such facil­
ities. 
Recommendations 
It is recommended that both parent, educators, and 
citizens give careful study to the present status of 
education now available to Its youth, and see to it that 
the youth In this county, in the present and future, may 
compete on equal terms with those of any county or com­
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The State apportionment,for school purposes,for  191F-14,is ;7.00 per  capita, 
for all children from 7 to 17 y.ara of ag.-All children from 7 to 21 years 
of ac. attend school free of tuition. 
VV. shall be able to utilize the entire i7 for school maintenance this y.ar, 
and th. appended report shows the number of scholastic children to each dis­
trict, together with the amount of State funds for each district of th. county 
exclusive of children that may be transferred to th. county from other ooun-
/ti'.»*.Th. report of the tax assessor,showing the amount of local funds,will 
not "be available for several weeks.That report will be given at earliest pos 
ble moment. 
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Jasper, Texas, August 8,1924. 
The county board of education meet in regular session 
immediately after the annual trustee meeting and the following 
members were present: B.G.Graham,A.Ryall,W.A.Stott.M.K.Withers, 
R.F.Smith and T.B. Walters. 
Minutes of the last meeting read and adopted as read. 
Upon a motion and second the board adopted the State 
Course of Study for the schools of Jasper County for the 
scholastic year 1924-25. 
The enforcement of the compulsory attendance law was 
discussed and the board accepted the pledge of the trustees 
of the various districts of the county and the officers for 
the enforcement of the law. 
The question of a manual for the schools of Jasper County 
was discussed and upon a motion and second the county super­
intendent was uathorized to get out a manual if the printing 
of the manual could be paid with advertising from business 
houses. 
Uopon recommedations from the local trustees and the county 
board of education the schools were classified as follows: 
1924-25. 
White. 
District # 1. Homer and McShane 10 grades 
It # 2. Evadale 10 tt 
« # 3. Mt.Union 9 H 
It # 4. Peach Tree 10 M 
* H 5. Holly Springs 10 n 
•:r, * # 7. Science Hall 9 Camp G. 10 11 
H # 8. Erin 9 Pine Hill 8 11 
It # 9. Temple and Zerath 9 it 
It #10. Magnolia Springs 10 n 
W #11. Call 10,Wright & Centerv . 7 it 
It #12. Cairo Springs 10. it 
M #13. Harrisburg 9 tt 
M #14. Roganville 10 it 
tt #15. Buiah Springs 8 11 
* #16. Cherry Grove 10 it 
It #17. Gum Slough 8 tt 
It #18. Ebenezer 9 tt 
It #23. Pleasant Grove 7 tt 
Colored 
District # 2. Evadale 7 Grades. 
" #3 Walnut Hill 9 " 
"  # 4 .  S u n  F l o w e r  8  "  
" # 5. Huff Creek 9 * 
*  # 7 .  G r a n t  & •  D i x i e  i n )  c \  *  
" # 8. Oak Hill v ' 9 » 
" #10. Magnolia Springs 9 " 
" #11. Call(10) Fairview 7 " 
" #14. Roganville (7) Clear Creek8 " 
" #15. Rock Hill 7 " 
• #24. Vernon County Line 10 " 
Upon a motion and second the meeting adjourned until 
September 3,1924. 
pres ide'nt. —— 
 o r 
  i i (7 I 
Cat mn - ' 
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Jf i r fper ,  Texas.  December 11,1929 
The bounty Board of  Trustees  duly e lected and qual i f ied under  
General  s ta tutes  and aot lng under  same,  net  in  a  regular  
meet ing a t  1;C0 o 'oloox P.M. on the above date  and the fol lowing 
members  were present :  B.G.Graham, J .F.Pernel i ,  M.K.Wlthers  
M.M.Devis  and T.B.Walters .  
1 .  The meet ing was cal led to  order  by President  B.G.Graham and 
the minutes  of  the les t  meet ing on Apri l  20,1929 were read and adopted.  
2 .  Upon a  motion and second duly male the board e lected B.G.Graham 
es  Pre s i lent  end r .3 .Walters  was .acle  decretory by v i r tue of  h is  
off ice  as  County .superintendent .  
3 .  - . igh school  tui t ion accounts  from Jasper  and Kirbyvi l le  i l ixh 
Schools  were examined by the Board and on a motion ana second the 
accounts  were approved as  fol lows:  
Jasper  High ochool  Apri l  and May 1929 #880.00 
Mirb; ,vi l le  High School  Apri l  and May 1929 243.00 
4 .  -pun a  motion uale  by . . I r .  Javi  s  ana seconded by Mr.  Withers  
t i ie  Joard voted unanimously to  re ject  the proposi t ion from the Cal l  
County  ̂  _ ine j i s t r ic t  No.  11 t rustees  placing said dis t r ic t  under  t ie  
supervis ion of  Newton County because they considered i t  not  for  the 
best  in terest  of  the school  and the school  d is t r iot .  
5 .  Upon a  motion and second duly made the County Board voted 
to  discont inue the worx of  the  Jeans Supervisor  for  the colored 
schools  of  Jasper  County for  the scholast ic  year  1929-30.  
8 .  The County 3oard of  Trustees ,on a  motion and second duly 
m»de /  classif ied the schools  of  the county for  the scholast ic  year  
1929-30 as  fol lows:  
:f  .  white  Schools  
Jpst .  No.  1-  Homer school ,  Elementary of  Seven grades 
"  1-  MoShane school ,  • "  "  four  "  
'* "  2-  Evadale  school ,  "  "  seven "  
"  "  3-  Mt.  Union school ,  "  "  four  "  
4-  Penoh Tree school ,  "  '  seven "  
"  5-  Holly spr ings school ,  "  "  seven 
"  ' 7 -  C a m p  G r o u n d  s c h o o l ,  "  '  s e v e n  
"  7-  science Hsl l  school ,  "  "  seven 
"  ' '  8 -  Erin school  "  "  seven "  
"  "  9-  Temple school ,  '  "  four  "  
' '  9-  Serath school ,  "  seven "  
"  "  10-  Megnoli8 SpringsSchool"  ""  seven 
• '  '  11-  Cal l  school ,  "  '  seven "  
"  12-  Cairo Springs School ,  "  f ive 
'  13-  HarrLsburg sfahool ,  . '  "  f ive 
'  14-  Rogenvi l le  school ,  High school  of  nine grades 
"  "  15-  Bulah Springs school ,  Elementary of  f ive grades 
'  '  16-  Cherry Grove school ,  "  "  seven "  
ft !» 
"  18-  Eoenezer  school ,  "  "  seven "  
"  "  23-  Pleasant  Grove school ,  Al l  grades t ransferred to 3una 
oy order  of  County Superintendent .  
Colored 
Dist .  No.  2-  Evadale  sohool ,  
' '  3 -  Walnut  Hi l l  school ,  
4-  Sun Flower school ,  
5-  Huff  Creex school ,  
"  "  7-  Grant  school ,  
7-  Dixie  school ,  
8-  Gax Hil l  school ,  
10-  Magnolia  Springs so 
" 11- Falrview school 
"  "  11-  Cal l  school ,  Hi  
"  14-  hoganvi l le  school ,  
"  14-  Clear  Creei  school ,  
"  15-  Hoox Hil l  school ,  
"  18-  Blox school ,  
' '  "  24-  Eastex school ,  
"  24-  Vernon County Line 
Schools  
Element  ary of  seven grades 
High School  of  ten grades 
Elementary of  seven grades 
"  "  Nine "  
"  "  e ight  "  
"  "  eight  "  
"  "  nine "  
hool ,  "  "  nine "  
"  "  seven "  
gh School  of  ten grades 
Elementaty of  seven grades 
' '  "  seven "  
school ,  
"  seven 
"  seven "  
"  seven "  
Hi uh School  of  ten grades.  
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JASPER, TEXAS 
September 4, 1941 
f 
The County Board met at Gibb's Store with the 
following members present: C. T. Singletary, I. S. 
Bean, J. L. Tipton and Wade Griggs, Secretary, and 
among other business passed the following order: 
Upon a petition from the Citizens and Schoolboard 
of Remlig County Line Independent School District, 
a motion was made by Mr, I. S. Bean and seconed by Mr. 
J. L. Tipton that the name of the said district be 
changed from Remlig County Line Independent School 
District to Brookeland Independent School District, 
such change become effective on and after September 
1st, 1941. 
A motion was made by I. S. Bean and seconed by J. L. 
Tipton that the metes and bounds of the Brookeland 
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school  purposes  only ,  and s tored dur ing the  summers .  Said  chass is  
and ,7JO.00 debt  to  be  f igured so  tha t  the  Monthly  deduct ions  
l rora  sa lary  w. . l l  pay the  to ta l  in  3  years ,  a t  which t ime t i t le  
wi l l  be  g iven to  I  rank Armstrong.  Mot ion car r ied .  
A mot ion was  made by Mr.  Covle  and seconded by Mr.  i rooks  tha t  
L : l f i  county  Super in tendent  be  a l lowed to  offer  for  sa le  an o ld  
Ci ievrole t  uus  (now s tored a t  leches  Chevrole t  Company)  for  
approximate ly  :300.00 or  j>400.00.  Mot ion car r ied .  
A t  r  readin ,  a  seem.on,  bf  the  Equal iza t ion Law U.B.  No.  295 
and a  .Let ter  ob Ju ly  3 ,  1947,  f rom C.H.  Spence expla in ing that  
a  t  uns .  e r  v«hose  grade  _s  taught  in  h is  home d is t r ic t  does  not  
count  on the  teacher  quota  of  the  receiving d is t r ic t ,  and i s  de­
ducted i  rom the  sending d is t r ic t ;  a  mot ion was  made by Mr.  Einyard  
and seconded by I  r .  Coyle  tha t  no such t ransfers  be made in  the  
county  as  i t  would  rea l ly  penal ize  a l l  schools  concerned.  The 
mot ion ca . i ied  by a l l  members  present .  
A mot ion was  made by r .  Brooks  and seconded by Mr.  Coyle  tha t  
the  common schools  be  c lass i f ied  as  fo l lows for  the  school  year  ,  
1947-48.  Hie  mot ion carr ied .  
CLASSIFICATION N SCHOOLS; 
Dist .  Mo 
1. 
2 .  
3.  
3 .  
 KcShane no grades  
Evadale  8  grades  
Mt .  Union no grades  (whi te)  
Valnut  Hi l l  12  grades  (colored)  
5 .  Hol ly  Spr ings  no grades  (whi te)  
5 .  Huff  Creek 7  grades  (colored)  
7 .  Beech.  Grove 8  grades  (whi te)  
7 .  leech Grove 8  grades  (colored)  
8 .  Er in  no grades  (whi te)  
8 .  Oak Hi l l  10 grades  (colored 
9 .  Temple  Spr ings  8  grades  (whi te)  
9 .  Rock Hi l l  6  grades  (colored)  
10 .  Magnol ia  Spr ings  5  grades  (whi te)  
10 .  Magnol ia  Spr ings  7  grades  (colored)  
11 .  Cal l  Co.  Line  8  grades  (whi te)  
11 .  Cal l  Co.  Line  12  grades  (colored )  
12 .  Cairo  Spr ings  no grades  
13 .  Harr isburg  • no  grades  
14 .  Roganvi l le  no grades  (whi te  )  
14 .  Clear  Creek 10 grades  (colored)  
24.  Vernon County  Line  i 12  grades  (colored)  
